August 2020
Hello Humberto,
Warm greetings to you as well as to the Melgars and family. I hope you are all well!
First of all Humberto, my uncle Toño Gutiérrez, has asked me from the bottom of his
heart to send, on behalf of him and his family, his deepest gratitude and blessings to
you, the Melgars and the rest of the Brisas Hospital staff for saving his life.
My uncle, Toño, is the only brother my father Julio had from both parents. May my
father, Julio, rest in peace.
About a month ago, my uncle, his wife, 2 daughters, 2 granddaughters and his son-inlaw were all infected and suffering from Covid-19. Unfortunately, about 2 weeks ago, my
aunt (his wife) died along with the son-in-law with only 4 hours between them. To top it
all off, my uncle Toño currently also suffers from Gastric Cancer.
As a result of the health crisis my family was going through, my brother Julio finally
brought me up to date on the situation. By a miracle of God, simultaneously the same
night, you called me at home to talk to me as you always do. During our conversation,
you commented about the medication package that the organization has been providing
to the veterans in Panama who are currently contaminated with Covid-19.
When I told you about the health crisis that my family was also facing, you immediately
mobilized and the next day you sent the medicines to them.
Later, they were able to distribute medications to all those infected.
Before receiving the medicines, my uncle Toño's state of health, in particular, was quite
serious. One of his lungs had already collapsed and the second one was going the
same way due to the state of hypoxemia which indicated a very low blood oxygen level.
He suffered from a high fever, he could not walk on his own, his cough was
uncontrollable and he felt quite weak almost in agony, as he told his relatives.
Finally, I was able to communicate with him and we talked. He told me that he was
already on his last cling to life when the package of medications you sent him arrived.
When he took the first dose, he felt a little better, but he still had a fever. The second
dose, his fever started to go down and he felt his appetite was returning - he noticed a
significant improvement in his overall health condition. The third dose was the decisive
one for giving the "KNOCKOUT" to Covid-19.
Not only was he able to overcome the crisis, but also the rest of the infected family
members who were able to take the medications and improved their health condition.
The rest of the family only took one dose to get completely better. This week, it seems
to me that they will do another test to confirm whether or not they have the Covid-19.

Anyway, thank God, everyone has recovered and is feeling well. I'm sure that the
medicines could have saved my aunt/brother-in-law's life as well.
I have no idea of the qualities/elements that the medicine you are giving is composed of;
what I am sure of, is its effectiveness in combating Covid-19. Not only is my uncle,
Toño, survive the crisis, but the rest of the infected family members also recovered - that
is no coincidence!
All the world's health organizations are against the clock to produce the medicine that
you now possess. You undoubtedly have the winning formula in your hands.
With all my heart, I pray that God will grant many blessings to all of you, happiness,
prosperity, well-being and above all health which is the true wealth of the human being. I
urge you to continue your fight and valuable support that you offer day by day to all the
veterans/citizens in Panama to improve their quality of life which many deserve.
Humberto, equally on behalf of myself and my other two brothers, I want to give you, the
Melgars, their father, and the rest of the organization a million thanks, blessings and
appreciation for the unparalleled, unconditional and valuable assistance you have given
my family. I have no words to thank you for all your help and miraculous assistance you
have given us.
Please send a copy of this thank you note to the Melgars and family along with my
warmest regards. Again, thank you from the bottom of my heart!
Sincerely,
Abdiel Gutierrez

